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Transfer to the future generation of Erasmus+
What is transferable from the current projects to the overall recommendations for the new
generation of the Erasmus+ programme? How to create the 'snowball effect' in the whole
Programme? What needs to be done in 2019 in order to ensure their follow-up and sustainability of
these projects?
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What is transferable from the
current projects to the overall
recommendations for the new
generation of the Erasmus
programme?

To the COM to lobby for European Social
Funds to support in the incountry
projects the salary costs (ESC-Jobs)

Optional for NAs (decentralised budget)
to launch thematic calls, but without
predefined formats.

To keep KA3-type thematic Calls boith in
Erasmus+ and ESC
N.B. simpli�cation of funding rules (lump-sums, pls)

Training of awareness raising on
European values at national and local
level to youth workers, teachers and
young people should become part of E+
programme and ESC.

linking to other

linking to other processes

linking to other processes

there are other processses on EU level (e.g. Action plan on
Human Rights and DEmocracy EU 2015-19). if and how to
link it and what would be the added value

Project reality

Project reality
we need to work on more concrete ideas how to implement
those themes in the programm practice (not TCA)

Human rights culture (Paris Declaration)
should get more prominet place (priority
and focus) in the next generation of EU
programmes for ETYS

relationship to other concepts
is there a need to merge in concepts /practice of projects
the concepts of HRE and Citizenship E

make our themes as a programme priority in E+ and ESC

Recognition to the work and potential of
NA's and NA's network (as being a part of
bigger solution when needed)

there needs to be flexibility to react to
emerging needs, flexible, ad hoc
solutions should be possible within the
programmes frames (calls for proposals
at centralised level)
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the project has been a true added value
and inspiration for strategic cooperation
between NA's but also a game changer
for interaction with new and other
partners.

common monitoring
results from the common monitoring are needed in order to
talk about the transferables of such kind of projects

What needs to be done in 2019
in order to ensure their follow-
up and sustainability of these
projects?

To look actively for other funding
opportunities (outside EAC framework
also

AaA- follow-up projetc funded in TCA
International semnar/partner�nding activity for local AaA
partners to create partnerships for future Erasmus+ and
ESC projects

TCA-planning for 2020 should be done
before 06/2019 TCA meeting.

to request more clarity visibility and
explicit recognition to the role of NA's
(potential) in KA3 (policy
experimentation)???

Awareness raising, developing,
cultivating human rights culture through
youth work/youth field should be
encouraged, also COM to support and
focus that through programmes

NA's need to show openness and
enthusiasm towards DG EAC/Youth Unit
and E+ Unit for being ready to additional
tasks/projects/actions if additional
funding would be available. (Call for
proposals repeated)

High visibility/dissemination of project
results and outcomes as well as
recommendations.

Recommendations for E+
if we want to have an impact on the PG rules, we need to
come up with ideas for recommendation in spring to be
discussed in Romania BM

Renewal of European ID Strategy -
mainstreaming the recommendations
from the KA3 projects

continuation of projects
we should think until next TCA meeeting about continuation
of the 3 projects and to work out

website
discussion needed if and how the website should be
continued

Targeting NAs to take up
as we have been discusssing, the row of activities targeting
NAs

Continuing explicit value-based (Human
Rights culture) communication and
implementation of programmes (E+ and
ESC and projects that are/will be
granted), also the NA's positioning and
role (soul searching) in the field of Youth



※※※※※※

ensuring the sustainability of the projects
through strategic planning of the follow
up steps (through TCA, through asking
the COM to open another call for NA's,
etc)


